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SPOTLIGHT

ra

• All of 2019 now booking with
new locations available!
• Late vacancies for Autumn 2018
caused by cancellations - ask
about special prices!
• Autumn Day Schools now
booking!

The Aberdeenshire village of Crovie sits on a narrow raised beach.The cliffs are
Devonian conglomerate and the underlying Dalradian is at the far end of the beach.
There\s a contstant danger of landslips. (Photo: Chris Darmon)

From the Editor...

I heard a report recently that indicated that sales of printed books were up, at the sane time a sales of devices like Kindle were flat, or even
falling. I can’t say that it surprises me greatly, as people stated that they liked the look and feel of a ‘real book’. I even saw someone recently
walking to work with a real book in her hands - not looking where she was going of course!

If book sales really are increasing, then it’s good news for Scottish author Alan McKirdy. Not content with publishing a couple of books, Alan
has released no fewer than nine titles covering the geology and landscape of various parts of his native Scotland in the past year and there may
be more to come! If Alan isn’t familiar to you, he was the person at Scottish Natural Heritage who was behind the publication of the
BGS/SNH series entitled “A landscape fashioned by geology”.

As these have gone out of print, with rumours that some copies were actually pulped, they were replaced by pdf that could be freely
downloaded. But, such copies aren\t very ‘field friendly’ and people still wanted real books! So Alan, working with Scottish publisher
Bloomsbury, set about re-writing them with an introductory book entitled “Set in stone’. Currently eight have been published, including at
least one that the old series never covered and more are to follow.

Only time will tell if this bold experiment in mass publication actually becomes a commercial success for Alan and Bloomsbury, but I admire
the bravery and commitment to the interpretation of geology and the landscape. These are well written and contemporary in their content and
appearance. ‘St in stone” is a great theme and could be copied elsewhere in the UK. Such an approach to the Peak District or the Lake
District is just crying out to be done! In the meantime we commend the titles to you our readers.

Chris Darmon

Down to Earth extra Editor

Have you booked a residential trip for 2019
or an Autumn Day School yet?

news update

After Preston New Road comes Marsh Lane,
Eckington...

In the last issue of DtoE extra, we told you the news that the
Government had given permission for fracking to take place at the
Quadrilla site in Preston New Road near Blackpool.

Now permission has been given to the petrochemical company
INEOS to carry out exploratory drilling at a site in March Lane in
Eckington, Derbyshire. Like the Lancashire site, work has been
ongoing here for some considerable time and the locals have got used
to both the protesters and the drilling work.

It would be fair to say that local opinion is divided, but this is a
former coal mining area and also an area where well paid jobs are
hard to find. Accordingly there are locals who want it to go ahead, as
soon as possible. This is just another step on the journey that could
lead to fracking at this site. When INEOS have completed their
current drilling programme, they will have to assess the results and
then go back to seek further planning permission - so don’t expect
fracking to start any time soon.

Signs of an upturn in the UK oil industry?

The last two years haven’t been good for the UK oil industry. Many
jobs have been lost and Aberdeen has lost its role as the Houston of
Britain. When crude was down at $40 a barrel, there seemed little
hope that the good times would return any time soon. However, with
Brent crude now up at over $70, it is beginning to be economic again.

However, it’s not the same North Sea oil industry as it was before the
crash. The larger players have divested themselves of some of the
North Sea inventory and sold their interests on to new and smaller
concerns. These don’t have the overheads of some of the international
players and so may be more ‘future proofed’ against market
fluctuations in the future. So whilst no one is popping the champagne
corks, maybe a glass of beer is being raised in Aberdeen.
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Protester against fracking, close to the site in Eckington,
Derbyshire
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Anything you can find, we can find bigger...

In the last issue of DtoE extra, we carried news of the finding of a rare
85.7 gram nugget of gold at Wanlockhead in the South of Scotland.
Not to be out done, within days of publication we received these
pictures from DtoE reader Jim Miller from Seattle, USA.

Compare it with the attached photos of a gold/quartz nugget from
Ganes Creek, Alaska.”

In the interests of fairness, here’s the Scottish nugget again. What can
we say Jim? Yours is obviously bigger!

The same goes for copper mines too...

In the late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century the world’s
richest copper mine was to be found at Ecton in Staffordshire.
Owned by the Duke of Devonshire, in just over ten years, between
1800 and 1811, it made a profit of £250,000. It was working copper
ore in excess of 40% copper content.

Today, copper is mined at less than 1% commonly. When Chris was
in Canada in June he passed close to the huge opencast mine in the
Highland Valley of British Columbia which produces around 6% of
the world’s copper.

A few weeks after this visit Chris was talking to DtoE reader and field
tripper Nigel Skermer. It emerged that Nigel was speaking from the
mine itself where he was giving his professional advice. Apparently
the throughput is some 150,000 tonnes per day from the tailings. Now
that’s what I call a large mine!

This is from Wikipedia: “The current mining operation is named
Highland Valley Copper and operates one of the world's largest

Says Jim: “Love the photo of the Scottish gold nugget with quartz.

All shows are indoors with refreshments & ample free parking

All shows are open:

10am - 5pm Saturday
10am - 4pm Sunday
Admission (one entrance fee covers the whole weekend):
Kempton Park: adults £5.50, seniors £3.00
All other shows: adults £4.50, seniors £2.00
All shows: children 8-16 £1.00, under 8’s free

Show Dates

Rock and Gem Ltd., 27 Common Hill, Steeple Ashton,
BA14 6EE Tel: 01380 871835 • http://www.rockngem.co.uk

September 8 & 9
Rock, Gem ‘n’ Bead Show
Chepstow Racecourse, Gwent

November 3 & 4
Rock, Gem ‘n’ Bead Show
Cheltenham Racecourse, Gloucestershire

September 22 & 23
Rock, Gem ‘n’ Bead Show
Newark Showground, Nottinghamshire

November 10 & 11
Rock, Gem ‘n’ Bead Show
Kempton Park Racecourse, Staines

October 27 & 28
Rock, Gem ‘n’ Bead Show
Newton Abbot Racecourse, Devon

November 17 & 18
Rock, Gem ‘n’ Bead Show
Brighton Racecourse, Sussex

Down to Earth
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“Set in Stone”, the full list of books available...

The back page of this issue of Down to Earth extra, carries an
advertisement, and a special offer on four of Alan McKirdy’s new
Scottish books. Almost as soon as the last issue came out, we learned
that additional titles had just been published. Here’s the list of the
additional books:Skye
Argyll & The Islands
Edinburgh
The Cairngorms

Highland Valley Copper Mine, British Columbia

open-pit mines. The Highland Valley Copper Mine consists of several
large deep pits, dug to expose low-grade copper and molybdenum
bearing ore deposits. Large electric shovels and explosives are used to
carve out the rock and ore with diesel haul trucks carrying the material
to crushing and milling facilities on the site.

A large tailing pond is maintained to support these operations (48.5
million tonnes of tailings pumped in 2003), with two containment
embankments to retain the tailings from the environment. In April
2017 freezing pipes caused 850 cubic meters of process water to spill.
The spill was contained on site and returned to the tailing pond. Trojan
Pond, a previous tailing pool used in the operation, began to be
reclaimed in 1990 and is now a self-sustaining ecosystem and used for
sport fishing.

Copper and molybdenum mineral concentrates, which include trace
amounts of silver and gold, are sent via truck to nearby rail facilities in
Ashcroft where the ore is carried to the Port of Vancouver and to
international destinations (primarily Japan and China for copper and
steel production). The mine employed around 1300 people in 2011.”

Each book si £8.00 by post, except Skye, which is £9.00. Or you can
buy the four titles for £28.00 including postage.
Go to: www.geosupplies.co.uk
Or call us on: 114 245 5746

The Editor comments: “When I see large open-pit mines like this and
realise both the scale of production and the ore concentration it makes
me think that we are in the ‘last chance saloon’ when it comes to
metals. How much longer can we keep on like this?

Helen has a fossil named after her...

It’s rare for someone who is still alive to have a fossil named after
them, But that’s exactly what’s happened to Helen Boynton from
Leicester. It’s a new fossil from the Ediacaran of Woodhouse Eaves
and comes around 60 years after the first Ediacaran was named
Charnia masoni after the schoolboy Roger Mason who found it. The
latest has been described and named by Dr P Wilby.

Down to Earth
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Magnesite can remove carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere, but how fast?

As the Earth’s atmosphere heats up and carbon dioxide is set to
increase, scientists have been looking at ways they can ‘mop up’
atmospheric CO2. It has long been known that the mineral Magnesite
can perform such a function but it has always been a slow method.

Now scientists believe that they have found a way to speed up the
process. The key lies in making large amounts of the mineral. To do
so requires Magnesite to be made on an industrial scale. If this can be
done, then we have a way of storing large amounts of CO2, inside the
crystal lattice of the mineral. The current research is being presented
at the Goldschmidyt Conference in Boston, USA.

An update on the Lombok earthquakes...

It’s now two weeks since a magnitude 6.9 earthquake killed more than
400 people on the Indonesian island of Lombok. Since then there
have been numerous further earthquakes, culminating i n a magnitude
6.3 event on August 18th.

Several of these have been large enough to topple further buildings
and cause numerous mudslides. Luckily, there hasn’t been any further
large scale loss of life, but it’s alarming that there is currently no
obvious end to this series of events.

Project leader, Professor Ian Power (Trent University, Ontario,
Canada) said: "Our work shows two things. Firstly, we have explained
how and how fast magnesite forms naturally. This is a process which
takes hundreds to thousands of years in nature at Earth's surface. The
second thing we have done is to demonstrate a pathway which speeds
this process up dramatically."

The researchers were able to show that by using polystyrene
microspheres as a catalyst, magnesite would form within 72 days. The
microspheres themselves are unchanged by the production process, so
they can ideally be reused.

"Using microspheres means that we were able to speed up magnesite
formation by orders of magnitude. This process takes place at room
temperature, meaning that magnesite production is extremely energy
efficient.

Devastation wreaked on Lombok by the earthquakes

"For now, we recognise that this is an experimental process, and will
need to be scaled up before we can be sure that magnesite can be used
in carbon sequestration (taking CO2 from the atmosphere and
permanently storing it as magnesite). This depends on several
variables, including the price of carbon and the refinement of the
sequestration, but we now know that the science makes it do-able."

Commenting, Professor Peter Kelemen at Columbia University's
Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory (New York) said: "It is really
exciting that this group has worked out the mechanism of natural
magnesite crystallization at low temperatures, as has been previously
observed -- but not explained -- in weathering of ultramafic rocks. The
potential for accelerating the process is also important, potentially
offering a benign and relatively inexpensive route to carbon storage,
and perhaps even direct CO2 removal from air."

We are indebted to the website Science Daily, for this story.

Down to Earth
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learning zone

Autumn Day Trips

The standard price is £15.00 per person, with some trips at the lower
rate of £10.00 per person. All trips offer a £3.00 discount for
holders of Club Class, students under 19 and groups of 5 or more
people booked together.

Day trips are suitable for all levels of knowledge, unless shown
otherwise. Please note however that most involve modest walks. If
in doubt, please ask. Accompanied children, and dogs, are usually
welcome!

Monday, September 3
The Geology of the Castleton area of Derbyshire
This is a classic area with some superb geology. Even if you have
been before, don’t let that stand in the way of coming on this day as
it’s being led by Eileen Fraser so it will have her slant on things, rather
than Chris’s! Elements of White Peak and Dark Peak as we walk in
the Winnatts Pass and Mam Tor area.
Meeting: Beside the old Mam Tor road, beyond the turning for
Winnatts Pass (roadside meter parking) at 10.30
Standard prices apply.

Saturday, September 15
Geology & geomorphology of Holderness
The coastline of Holderness is being rapidly eroded, at a rate of
around 1 metre per year. It is composed of glacial till from the last
glaciation. We’ll be able to examine some of the cliff sections and
also make a detailed study of some of the beach material. You’ll be
amazed at the pebbles we’ll see and the places they have come from.
We may be able to access Spurn Point, but this is far from certain.
Meeting: Car park on Morrow Avenue at Hornsea at 10.30
Standard prices apply.

Monday, September 17
The Chalk of Flamborough Head
The chalk cliffs of Flamborough Head are legendary. They have been
the site of many shipwrecks and also smuggling down the centuries.
But for geologists, they show exposures of hard, flinty chalk, typical
of the Yorkshire outcrops. There are also marl bands and some very
important disturbances that become much larger offshore. We’ll also
visit a couple of inland chalk outcrops to complete the day.
Meeting: Flamborough North Landing car park (fee payable) at
10.30 Standard prices apply.

Sunday, October 14
Geology of Hele Bay & Ilfracombe
Join us as we begin to examine the Devonian slates of this part of the
county. Picturesque Hele Bay is in the middle of the Ilfracombe Slates
and is bordered to the east by the older Hangman Sandstone's and to
the west by the younger Morte Slates. The eastern border runs along
the eastern side of the valley of Combe Martin, the western border
runs parallel from the coast at Lee Bay. You’ll be able to see some
interesting structures as we examine these rocks in detail and learn
more about the setting of the seaside town.
Meeting: Car park due south of the beach by toilets (fee payable) at
10.00 Standard prices apply.

Monday, October 15
Valley of the Rocks, Lynton
The Valley of the Rocks is a beautiful place that is the stuff of legend.
It’s also a place with a story to tell of changing sea levels and of ice.
Come and see the Devonian strata, some of it marine, which has been
mildly metamorphosed and folded. This is one of the most beautiful
stretches of coastline in the Southwest and is not to be missed.
Meeting: National Park Car Park behind toilets in the Valley of the
Rocks (fee payable) at 10.30. Standard prices apply.

Saturday, October 27
The North Norfolk coast
Come and see some of England’s youngest strata. These early
Quaternary sediments show us evidence for climatic changes that are
both stark and dramatic. There are also huge rafts of chalk left high
on the cliff tops, but how have they got there?
Meeting: Hunstanton Beach Terrace Road carpark at 10.30
Standard prices apply.

Autumn face-to-face classes

We regret that there will not be any face-to-face classes this Autumn
due to the non-availability of Chris Darmon. We expect to resume
these classes in the Sheffield and Chesterfield areas in the new year.
Sadly, we have been unable to find any suitable meeting venues in
Manchester at prices that we can afford.

Autumn Day Schools

We are pleased to announce a new programme of day schools this
Autumn. These courses normally run from 10.30 to 4.00 and always
involve lots of hands on practical work. They are suitable for people
with a range of geological knowledge, including beginners. A
discount of £5.00 per person is available for holders of Club Ckass
and groups of 6 or more people.

Thursday, October 4
The Commercial Chapeltown, Sheffield
“Geological Jigsaws” - piece the evidence together and make sense
of an imaginary geological map. Uses specimens and photographs in
a fun way for everyone to enjoy. £35.00 including lunch buffet.

Don’t worry, we don’t bite!
All our educational classes
and courses are friendly,
informal and open to all.

Down to Earth
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Thursday, October 11
Eyre Chapel, Chesterfield
“Geological Jigsaws” - piece the evidence together and make sense
of an imaginary geological map. Uses specimens and photographs in
a fun way for everyone to enjoy. £35.00 including lunch buffet.

Friday, November 9
Chappell Centre, Congleton, Cheshire
“All that glisters is not gold” is a lively look at minerals through the
medium of some nice specimens and photographs. Suitable for
beginners as well as experienced people. £35.00 including lunch.

Wednesday, November 14
Lea Valley YHA, Cheshunt, Hertfordshire
“Geological Jigsaws” - piece the evidence together and make sense
of an imaginary geological map. Uses specimens and photographs in
a fun way for everyone to enjoy. £35.00 including lunch buffet.

Saturday, November 24
The Bridge Centre, Monmouth, Gwent
“Geological Maps and how to read them” - a hands-on practical day
that will take you on a journey that will explain what geological maps
show, and how you can get the most out of them. This is a day school
that we have successfully rolled out in many places, but never before
in Wales! £35.00 including lunch buffet.

Saturday, December 1
Commercial Union building in central Newcastle upon Tyne
“Geological Jigsaws” - piece the evidence together and make sense
of an imaginary geological map. Uses specimens and photographs in
a fun way for everyone to enjoy. £25.00 inc. light refreshments.

“Steps towards the rock face” - our popular course for those new to
geology and the Earth sciences. It covers a wide spectrum of basic
materials on rocks, minerals and fossils and much more besides. This
course has been specifically designed with adult learners in mind. It
does not require you to submit homework and you can do it
electronically or by post to suit your requirements.
Cost: £75.00 by Moodle/Email, or £100.00 by post.
For further information or to enrol, go to: www.geosupplies.co.uk
Or for more information email: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk

Residential Trips 2019
Bookings are now being taken...

We are now taking bookings for all of the trips running in 2019. See
the full list on the next page. We have strong bookings for the first
half of the year already:
El Hierro & Tenerife, February 23 - March 2 *
Norway, April 5-14 - enquire about late vacancies
Isle of Jersey, April 20-27
Oban & Colonsay, May 11-19 *
The Far North of Scotland, May 31 - June 8
Eastern Lakes & Howgill Fells, June 16-21
Southwest Scotland, June 28 - July 6

* Indicates that this trip is close to being full.
Brochures for all these trips can now be viewed on our website:
www.geosupplies.co.uk

Become a Club Class
or Club Class Duo
member for 2018

Autumn distance learning courses

For this Autumn we had hoped to run one brand new course
entitled “Around the world in 20 great geological stories”, however
this has been postponed until the January 2019, as Chris Darmon is
out of action. We will be offering the following courses in the
Autumn “How the Earth works” and “British Isles geology” as
supported self study course on Moodle, our easy to access learning
platform.

“How the Earth works” is a 10-week course that examines the
fundamental workings of our planet. What it is made of, what
volcanoes and volcanic rocks tell us about the composition of the
continents and ocean floors. Above all, it takes you through the
various discoveries that eventually led to the formulation of plate
tectonics theory and the impact that has had on our understanding.
Cost: £75.00 by Moodle/Email, or £100.00 by post.

“The geology of the British Isles” is a 13-week course that takes you
through the geological history of the British Isles in a logical and
structured way from the earliest rocks of the Archaean to the last Ice
Age into the modern era. It’s a story that is full of unexpected turns
that take fragments of continent and ocean floor and weld them to
make what we call the British Isles. By the end of this courses you
will appreciate why our landscape is so interesting and complex!
Cost: £75.00 by Moodle/Email, or £100.00 by post.

Finally, for those of you looking for a beginners’ course in geology,
we’re delighted to be able to inform you that our popular ‘Steps
towards the rock face’ course is now available ‘on demand’, at any
time of the year. It allows you to access the materials at any time for
a period of 6 months on our Moodle site, or to receive them in
printed form. See below for more details.

Down to Earth

CLUB
CL ASS

We are once again offering ‘Club Class’ for 2018. Don’t forget you
can choose between a ‘solo’ and a ‘duo’, which allows a second
person discounted rates on day field trips and day schools,
provided the named member also attends. The discount on Day
Schools has also increased
to £5.00 per person.
CLUB

CL A SS

• Join any geological day trip in 2018 and save £3.00 on standard prices
• Save £5.00 on the advertised price of any day school
• Take out any Down to Earth subscription renewal or new subscription
and save £2.00 on the advertised price
• Enrol for any Down to Earth distance learning course in 2018 and save
£5.00 on the full advertised price.
• Save 10% on books and maps from BGS when ordered from Geo Supplies
- only available to callers or telephone orders.
• Additional offers that we may make available from time to time.

Terms & Conditions
• The benefits are only available to the named ‘Club Class’ member.
• Holders of ‘duo’ can claim discount rates for a second person on day
schools or day trips.
• It is the ‘Club Class’ member’s responsibility to draw to our attention that
fact that you are entitled to any discounts at the time of ordering.
• Club Class cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer to obtain
multiple discounts on a product or service and neither can it
be used retrospectively for something already booked, or purchased.

To enrol for ‘Club Class’ for just £10.00 or Club
Class Duo for £15.00, go to: www.geosupplies.co.uk
or ring us on: 0114 245 5746

To book go to: www.geosupplies.co.uk
or ring us on 0114 245 5746
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The learning zone

Down to Earth
‘Earth science learning for all’

All of our 2019 residential
trips are now on sale!

New venues revealed for the
Autumn period!

The unstable cliffs of Lower Cretaceous,
Hastings Beds at Hastings

We’ve now released all of our 2019 programme for
you to book with the addition of a Peak District
Summer School in July and a great Autumn line up.

September sees us breaking new ground in Southeast
Cornwall and on the Northumberland Coast. In
October, we’re taking in the Hastings area, and the
Llyn Peninsula.

The complete 2019
field trip programme...

Apart from the Summer School, single rooms are
limited so early booking is advised. At the moment,
we have availability on all trips, but this can change
very quickly!
To enquire, or get a booking form, you can contact
us as follows:
Tel: 0114 2455746
Email: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk

Down to Earth

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

El Hierro - February 23 - March 2
Jersey, Channel Islands - April 20-27
Oban & Colonsay - May 11-19
The far north of Scotland - May 31- June 8
Eastern Lakes & Howgill Fells - June 11-16
Southwest Scotland - June 28 - July 6
Summer School, Peak District - July 20-27
South Cornwall - September 7-14
Northumberland Coast - September 22-27
Llyn Peninsula - October 12-17
Hastings Coast, Sussex - October 22-27

You can view brochures for all of these trips at our
website: www.geosupplies.co.uk
We look forward to hearing from you!
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Featured books
August - October

In each issue we are pleased to be able to introduce you to a range of featured books. Where they are
being offered at reduced prices, these will be current to the end of the month shown above, provided that
stocks are available. Please note, all prices include UK postage.

New!
£20.00
£12.99

New!
£25.00

£18.00

New!
£10.00
paperback

£5.00

Reduced
now £12.00!

Intruducing a major new series by Scottish geologist Alan McKirdy!
New titles are being added, see our website for the full list.

£11.99

New! £8.00 each

Buy all 4
for £30.00

Order online at www.geosupplies.co.uk or ring us on 0114 245 5746
Geo Supplies Ltd 49 Station Road, Chapeltown, Sheffield S35 2XE

